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“Our foreword cannot be boring”, said one of us; “forewords are inherently
boring”, said another. With ‘Between The Lines’, we set out to capture The Shri
Ram School, Moulsari’s CAIE programme at its most honest. With this as our
aim, we decided that it would be most appropriate to capture our struggles to
write the foreword honestly as well. What could we put into our foreword?
What was different this semester, in our return to offline school?
“Writing in our notebooks…I never did that” – a flat yet sincere comment that
opened Pandora’s box, and we were off. “Real school, real studying, real
assemblies, real sports; it’s like now we’re making real memories while
learning” because yes, we are; the enjoyable subject activities and projects that
our creative teachers conducted (showcased ahead) are a testament to this
fact. Amidst the (always ignored) reminders to wear masks and the countless
complaints about not having our phones, we’ve learned more this semester
than ever before.
Missing our buses, “faking injuries” and constantly visiting the nurse-room
without reason, illegally acquiring cuppa noodles from
Café Coffee Day during lunch, “boys being fools” in
general, dancing for our class as punishment for
being late – through all our silliness and
self-made adversity, we have developed
stronger relationships and a new love for
our school. “Summer holidays were boring”,
because we’d all rather be in school
watching our classmates have their phones
confiscated because one of them left the
ringer on and triggered a bag check. We are so
happy to be back, and privileged to be able to
bring you this newsletter. New activities, new faces,
new artists, poets, and authors – all signs of better times.
We hope you enjoy this exploration ‘Between The Lines’.
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6A AND 6B
6A celebrated Handloom Day with excitement, giving the
occasion the respect and attention it deserves. The students
enjoyed representing the state of Andhra Pradesh,
showcasing their colourful, vibrant, and heavy outfits with
great pride!

The SEE Learning modules made an impact on the students
of 6B, and the openness and vulnerability they showcased in their
participation allowed them to create a safer, more comfortable
classroom environment. They were particularly insightful during
the reflection exercise about what happiness meant to them.

6C AND 7A
6C thoroughly enjoyed their first semester in Middle School,
not wanting to even leave for their summer break! Their
Class Party on the last day before summer revealed this
enthusiasm and joy: such happy memories created.

7A had an emotionally enriching semester. With an
insightful workshop on communication skills conducted by
Himanshu sir, and deep engagement with the topics in SEE
Learning, the students matured and learned to better
practice sensitivity.

7B AND 7C
Preparing for National Handloom Day and learning about
the rich history of textiles in India, 7B weaved all manner of
scrap material into patches of jute: turning waste into art!
The pieces were even used to decorate the school on the day
of the festival.

7C celebrated Van Mahotsav this year with an activity in
Geography that allowed them to create notepads while raising
awareness! Always a critical part of the year, the spirit of Van
Mahotsav sparked a passion for environmental conservation
in the class.

GRADE 8
8A joined in on the Handloom Day festivities by
choosing to recycle specifically plastic waste
and turn it into art! Their wonderful work was
displayed during the assembly, and is a
testament to the fact that our students can make
a difference while enriching our culture.

Students of 8B created useful
organisers out of their own waste
materials.
The
activity
was
conducted in class to engage the
students on the issue of sustainable
usage of resources. The students
have continued to use what they
made and think carefully about the
waste they generate.

8C demonstrated great maturity and empathy throughout their SEE Learning
.
modules, with many
students stating it was their favourite part of the semester.
The class' social dynamics changed greatly after each session, and the students
enthusiastically displayed the charts made (during a group exercise) about
dissecting emotions all over the walls.

GRADES 9 & 10
10A
10B
9A
Students of Grades 9 & 10
gained the most from the
Handloom Day festivities,
absorbing our rich history
of textiles while prancing
and
dancing
around
school in them!

9B

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Ex-students from different design schools were invited for an
interaction with Grade 9 & 10 D&T students ro share their experiences
to guide them furtehr in their endeavours. The students connected
topics such as timelines, focus, requirements of the subject, inhibitions,
concerns & communication.

The 3 guest speakers - Amar, Syna, and Prajvi - are all pursuing
degrees in the fields of Design and Art, influenced by their love for
D&T over their years in IGCSE & IBDP.

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Grade 8 students built carving tools this semester!
Design has many facets, and two critical elements are material
availability and labour. This project familiarised the students with these
two aspects of design, answering the following questions:
1. What is the design process like, from start to finish?
2. What is the effort that goes into the development of the things we
consider simple tools?
Students focused not only on the building, but also on the timelines,
material understanding and tooling, health and safety, and much more!

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES
Skill-based learning in Grade 9

Grade 9 had an eventful semester in GP. To build their
critical thinking and communication skills, the students
made their own case studies on the SGOs and Climate
Change and shared them in class while citing examples.
Students were familiarised with key GP terminologies
through connections to current events, and even made
videos about the same!

HISTORY
75 years ago, on the intervening nights of 14th and 15th August, British India emerged
out of the clutches of colonialism after a prolonged freedom struggle. However, our
independence was marred by the Partition, one of the most tragic chapters in our
history. The expanse of the tragedy is best articulated through the words of
Faiz Ahmad Faiz,
“This stained tainted light, this night bitten dawn,
That we were waiting for, this is not that morning.”
Therefore, to commemorate this tragedy and pay homage to all those survivors who
passed on their stories through carefully articulated silences that only the worst kind
of trauma can produce, the history students of middle school recollected the partition
stories they had heard at home. In the end, with the spirit of cherishing our
independence, each of them wrote down a promise for their successor generations
whereby they promised to safeguard a “freedom” that they had living in independent
India.

SPANISH
Grade 6 – Nacionalidades y Profesiones
The students of grade 6 reviewed the topics of
nationalities and professions via a quiz and a
digital board game. They enjoyed working to solve
the questions both individually and in groups.

Grade 7 – Communication
Grid
The students of grade 7
brushed up their speaking
skills when they had to
communicate
with
their
classmates about their likes
and dislikes.

Grade 8 – Past tense digital
board game
The learners of grade 8 worked
on their communication skills
while sharing their experiences
via a digital board game.

DRAMA
Live Theatre experience:
Students of Grades 9 & 10 watched LIVE Theatre at the Black
Box Okhla - where they were audience to an award-winning
play titled 'For the Record'. The students also attended an
exciting Question &Answer Session with the cast and the
director after the play.

Transdisciplinary learning:
Grade 9 performed their adaptations of 'Now Let No Charitable
Hope' by Elinor Wylie. This activity further enhanced their
understanding of this poem that they were studying in
Literature, and allowed them to perform with confidence while
dealing with familiar subject matter.

ECONOMICS
MARKET – DEMAND/SUPPLY
FORCES – IG9
Students were introduced to the
concepts of demand, supply, price,
and market equilibrium at our
campus’ CCD kiosk.

PRESENTATIONS – IG9
Building confidence and
research skills in
Microeconomics through
presentations on topics like
factors of production,
banking, and price changes.

PRESENTATIONS – IG10
Honing their skills at
macroeconomics by
including real world
examples involving inflation,
GDP, economic growth and
unemployment.

BUSINESS STUDIES
Students of grade 10
were introduced to
costs and revenue, and
pushed to understand
how to most efficiently
use resources through
the activity of creating
cars.
Resources were
provided to them clay, toothpicks, some
colors and papers, etc.
to create cars and sell
them at a price they
decide.
Each group was given
the same resources
and time, and they had
to calculate their costs
and selling price to
understand how they
could turn a profit.

BUSINESS STUDIES
The chapter 'Operation Management' had a topic on
achieving quality production. The students were taught this
chapter using the Jigsaw Method of teaching where 4 case
studies were given for the students to analyse and evaluate
and then learn. The case studies were on BMW, Apple,
Toyota and Samsung.
This method was very effective and engaging for the
students, as they were exposed to various quality control
strategies which made these recognisable companies
succeed. This made student engagement optimum.

BIOLOGY
Scientists of Grade 6 conducted research
about vertebrate and invertebrate
groups. They learned to work in groups
and while peer teaching, all for the best
outcome – detailed, comprehensive
presentations.

Students of Grade 7 became
haematologists and used beads as blood
cell models to understand blood profiles.
Students gained an appreciation of how
haematology can be used to treat
disorders, and learned about alternate
professions related to biology.

BIOLOGY

Grade 7 also studied firsthand the
effects of exercise on respiration rate,
planning and conducting the
experiment themselves. The students
also modeled lungs to deepen their
understanding of respiration overall.

Grade 8 students developing a variety of
lab skills while preparing a thin leaf slide
and studying it under a microscope.

GEOGRAPHY
The Geology Game! Sounds fun, right? We came up with this idea
when Malini ma’am told us to find an interesting way of teaching
the class. Obviously, we decided to find a way to include our
favourite board game - Monopoly! After all, there is no better way
of learning than while having fun. So we made The Geology Game.
You play it the way you play Monopoly, just with geography
questions instead. We are so glad all our classmates and teachers
had a super time playing it, and we hope they learned something
new and had lots of fun.
- Vaanyaa Mehrortra and Ishika Jain, 8A

FRENCH
Students of Grade 8 prepared posters of “Ma
Maison or Ma Chambre” and made oral
presentations in class about the same. Students
questioned each other in French on their topics,
and they answered using various adjectives to
describe their house or room, enhancing
collaborative learning.

Students of Grade 10 worked together on a Project – “Maville – Paris”. They
described Paris and the culture of France. The students spoke about the weather,
historical places, and food of France. All 3 students had worked on different
aspects and had presented the same in class in French. This project allowed the
students to immerse themselves in French culture and engage deeply with the
language in the process.

हिन्दी
कक्षा 6 में स्वतंत्रता दिवस और उसके महत्त्व की चर्चा आरंभ की गई। स्वतंत्रता क्या है,
इसके बारे में भी बातचीत हुई। भारत की आज़ादी में स्वतंत्रता सेनानियों के योगदान और
देश के प्रति उन्होंने अपने कर्तव्यों का पालन कै से किया, इसके बारे में भी विद्यार्थियों ने
अपने विचार दिए। अधिकारों और कर्तव्यों के संबंधों की भी चर्चा की गई। स्वतंत्रता
सेनानियों द्वारा दिए गए नारों को आधार बनाकर विद्यार्थियों ने नारे लिखे। कक्षा में की गई
इस गतिविधि में विद्यार्थियों ने हर्षोल्लास एवं उत्साह से भाग लिया।

कक्षा 7 के विद्यार्थियों को एक विडियो के माध्यम से 'आज़ादी क्या है?' विषय से अवगत कराया
गया । उसके पश्चात चर्चा के माध्यम से उनसे भारत की संस्कृ ति और सभ्यता की चर्चा की गई।
उनसे पूछा गया कि देश के विकास में वह क्या योगदान दे सकते हैं। छात्र-छात्राओं ने
उत्साहपूर्वक 'बुकमार्क ' बनाते हुए, उनके लिए आज़ादी का क्या अर्थ है बताया और सुझाव दिए
कि वह किस प्रकार से भारत को विकास की ओर अग्रसर करते हुए देश में परिवर्तन ला सकते
हैं। छात्र-छात्राओं ने रोचकता से इस गतिविधि में हिस्सा लिया।
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ENGLISH

1. persuasive
2. semicolon
3. argumentative
4. Forsaken Wife
5. show, don’t tell

6. long answer
7. planning
8. climax
9. stanza
10. antagonist

ANSWERS

Made by the students of 9B
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MATHEMATICS
Grade 8 : The concept of rounding-off numbers was assessed in a
playful manner in the Math Lab for Grade 8 students through a Bingo
game. The students crossed off the numbers on their grid from a wellshuffled set of question cards. Some students were lucky to win a
'FULL HOUSE' early on in the game and the others continued to play
until they got one. The students enjoyed this activity thoroughly, and it
served as effective reinforcement of the concept.

Grade 9 : A complex concept of 'Completing the Square' became relatively
simple with the usage of Algebra tiles in the Math Lab. This activity helped
the students in moving from 'concrete' to 'abstract'. The missing part of the
algebra tiles on the students' tables made complete sense with the
incomplete algebraic expressions on paper. The students reinforced their
learning in the lab with a worksheet for the completion on the concept.

PHYSICS
Students of Grade 6
performed experiments to
study types of energy and
their uses!

Grade 7 created
presentations and
conducted experiments
themselves to demonstrate
the applications of
pressure - blending the
scientific with the creative
in wonderful fashion!

Celebrating Our Achievers!

Saiansh Tapuriah - 7A
1. Times of India & MakeBot
Robotics - World CodingBee
Competition: National Winner
2. Pathways Inter-School
Athletics Meet: Gold Medal in
Long Jump
3. SGFI District Swimming
Competition: 2 Golds, 1 Silver
Medal
4. SOF Scholarship of
Excellence in English: Winner
5. SOF Academic Excellence
Scholarship (AES) : Winner
6. SOF International English
Olympiad (IEO) : International
Rank 2, Silver Medal

Abir Pandit - 6A

1. Winner in Under-12
Boys Category at the
Gurgaon Aquarun Event
- Swim/Run Duathlon
(200m swim, 300m run)
2. 1st Runner Up in
Under-12 Boys Category
at the Delhi
International
Swimathon - 200m swim
in Talkatora Stadium.

Celebrating Our Achievers!

Alvira Tripathi - 9B
Alvira Tripathi is the
’Youngest Girl’ to climb
Kang Yatze. On 25th July,
2022 , she summited the
peak, 6300 mtrs above sea
level, at 7.55 am.
Having, made the climb at
nightfall and at a gradient
of 40 degrees, it has been
the toughest climb so far,
but Alvira is already
training hard for her next
conquest!

Arjun Narasimhan - 10A
Arjun Narasimhan stood
6th with the third highest
score in the Mental Math
World Cup.

Welcome to the CI Family!
Ritesh sir: Drama
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Ritesh Sharma

What has been the most amusing or embarrassing incident of your teaching career?
In my 12-year teaching career, there have been many beautiful and amusing moments. One of
the most amusing moments was meeting my students in Mumbai during a protest, and then
partying all night with them. They all are working and doing great in their lives. It’s a really
beautiful feeling.
How was your introduction to your class(/es) at The Shri Ram School, Moulsari?
I knew some of my students already, but it was really good to meet them again after the
pandemic. I am excited and happy. I am also excited to meet students from grades 6, 7 and 9. I’ve
never worked with them earlier and am excited to design form mornings with them. Overall, my
introduction to my classes was good in school.
What made you want to become a teacher?
Things changed a lot after Covid 19. I finished my first feature film “The Brittle Thread”. The film
was appearing at festivals, but I missed working with kids. I feel I’ve learned a lot while being a
teacher. It’s always healing and refreshing for me. During Covid-19, I studied a lot of Drama and
did some experiments. I wanted to share all I’ve learned with my students, and I also wanted a
more disciplined life, so I decided to join The Shri Ram School, Moulsari.

Chetna ma'am: Spanish
What has been the most touching incident of your teaching career?
One of the most touching moments was when, after I left my last organization, many students of that
school contacted me and said that they miss the fun and interactive Spanish lessons with their
favourite Spanish teacher. Also, my board students contacted me to inform me about their grades and
thank me; one even wrote a poem as his way of showing his respect and gratitude. These moments
were very special and overwhelming for me.
How was your introduction to your class(/es) at The Shri Ram School, Moulsari?
The Shri family has been very welcoming since the beginning. Initially I was to shadow my colleagues
in their classes, and I observed the amount and kind of love and affection the students have for their
teachers. They are very enthusiastic about learning and they express themselves beautifully.
What made you want to become a teacher?
I have always believed that one important way of living life is to learn something new each day, and
there is no better way to learn than by teaching. I was inspired to teach by my English teacher at
Senior secondary school, who was full of life all the time. Her energy motivated us to learn, and
inspired me to further motivate young minds to explore this beautiful world, with its different
languages and countless cultures.
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Nilanjana ma'am: History
What has been the most amusing or embarassing incident of your teaching career?
I am amused in a very satisfactory way by how easily accepting the students are no matter how
difficult a concept you bounce off them. It is a unique feature of Shri Ram students to try their
best, and this spirit yields amusing results when dealing with new and difficult forms of work.
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How was your introduction to your class(/es) at The Shri Ram School, Moulsari?
On a very hot Wednesday afternoon, Aradhana ma'am and I hopped from one class to the other
to greet the students and make my acquaintance with them. Overall, it was a fun and eventful
day, but mostly hazy memories.
What made you want to become a teacher?
I have worked in publishing and an EdTech prior to this, and both didn't provide the kind of
intellectual stimuluation I was looking for. So, when the chance to work at TSRS presented itself,
I knew I had the opportunity to change how History is taught at the school level and make an
impact in the way I craved. I jumped aboard the wagon without hesitation.

Siddharth sir: History
What has been the most amusing or embarrassing incident of your teaching career?
I think the most amusing incident has to be when, on the last day of school before the summer
holidays, I told my 6th graders that I would be going back to college from the 25th of May. I
told them that I was still finishing my dissertation, and one of them instinctively blurted out
“Sir, you have double homework!”
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How was your introduction to your class(/es) at The Shri Ram School, Moulsari?
I honestly got lucky. Since I joined just before the summer break, I had the privilege to use that
time to get to know my students, share a relaxed classroom with them, and do somewhat
lengthy introductions.
What made you want to become a teacher?

Siddharth Sood

It is because of my professor, Mukul Manglik, who through his classes created a sense of
romance for the classroom space. I absolutely love the classroom, and since I can no longer be
a student (for the time being), I am teaching.

Juhi ma'am: Global Perspectives
What has been the most touching incident of your teaching career?
Being a teacher gives us many memorable moments and choosing one of them would be difficult. Students
have given me handwritten letters and notes to express their gratitude at the end of their academic year, and it
is the sweetest thing. Recently, one of my students got into her dream college and enrolled in her dream course.
I taught that subject to her, and the happiness I felt when she came to share the news with me at school cannot
be expressed in words. These are some of the most beautiful memories of my teaching career.

How was your introduction to your class(/es) at The Shri Ram School, Moulsari?
I received a very warm welcome from the students, the management, and the administration. Everyone was very
accommodating and guided me at every step. I loved the culture of greeting the teacher by saying 'Namaste'; it's
the most wonderful gesture and a part of the school's tradition. I found the students to be very expressive, loving
and accepting in their nature, which has so far made me feel very comfortable in this environment.
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What made you want to become a teacher?
Well, I worked a corporate job for about 5 years. 2 years before leaving, I began training, and this is how my
interest in teaching was born. I became aware of IB & IGCSE, and realized that I would enjoy teaching these
curricula as they believe in inventing new forms of teaching. The IG curriculum is very innovative and gives
the flexibility to introduce new teaching & learning strategies, and that is what pushed me to enter this
profession. I must admit that since then, along with my professional growth, the sense of achievement and
satisfaction I get every day because of my work is what keeps me going and makes me enjoy my profession.

Juhi Bakshi

Saurabh sir: Chemistry
What has been the most memorable or touching incident of your teaching career?

A memorable moment which I still cherish is the experience of excursion with students of my
previous institution. The excursion with students was for 3 days, and we did an ample amount
of activities.
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How was your introduction to your class(/es) at The Shri Ram School, Moulsari?
The introduction in the classes was good. Students were welcoming and supportive. We had
'ice breaker' sessions which helped me to bond with the students.

What made you want to become a teacher?
I became a teacher by chance. It was only during my Internship-cum-Research work, when I
got the opportunity to teach students, that I decided to choose teaching as a career.

Saurabh Raviprakash Mishra

Shreya ma'am: English
What has been the most touching incident of your teaching career?
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I have enjoyed my teaching career very much. All students that I have met bring with them their own
uniqueness, and I cherish all my experiences.
One of the touching moments I can think of was back in 2018 while I was teaching the 7th grade. A
student just did not want to learn, and he was one of the infamous children in school that no teacher
could handle well. I took my own time with that student, and within a month, our rapport was so
strengthened that my colleagues asked me to help the child complete their work. That moment, I felt
proud.

How was your introduction to your class(/es) at The Shri Ram School, Moulsari?
Since the classes were already being taken by a colleague for IB1-IB2, I remained a silent observer for
almost a month before I started teaching independently. For Grade 9, the students immediately made
me feel welcome. Their curiosity excited me as well, and I think our rapport is only improving.

What made you want to become a teacher?

Shreya Narula

From a very young age, I have been passionate about teaching as I believe that 'knowledge is power'.
Looking at young children, especially girls who were never motivated to go to school (as they were
supposed to be dependent on their husbands/fathers), I felt the drive to change the mindset of humans;
to make our country, our world, better. My grandmother was a lecturer (teaching History and English
Literature) and she has been a huge influence in my decision to pursue an academic career.

Ankur sir: English
What has been the most amusing or embarrassing incident of your teaching career?
Most amusing moment – almost every day with middle school students. Their antics are
hilarious.
How was your introduction to your class(/es) at The Shri Ram School, Moulsari?
My first interaction with the students at The Shri Ram School was quite unexpected. I found the
students to be very quiet at first. It almost seemed unbelievable to see their composure and
calm. However, I like my batches better now, and they're continuing to open up. I know them a
little better now – some for the games they like, some for the food, and a few others for the
books they like to read.
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What made you want to become a teacher?
I have always treasured knowledge and wisdom. Combining that with my love of language and
literature, I wanted to share that wisdom with students in a way that is enjoyable for them.

Ankur Singh

Sayuj sir: English
What has been the most amusing or embarrassing incident of your teaching career?

In my short teaching career, I have been blessed with the most hilarious groups of students. I
am always most amused when they struggle with knowing how to discuss content they are
uncomfortable with in Literature. The fumfering, the strange euphemisms, the stifled laughter always entertaining.

sayuj sir

How was your introduction to your class(/es) at The Shri Ram School, Moulsari?

My relationship with my students developed swiftly and seamlessly. I was taken aback by how
immediately affectionate they were, and encouraged by how quickly their interest in my
subjects grew. I could not have asked for a better introduction.
What made you want to become a teacher?

Sayuj Sharma

My English teachers at school made me want to become an English teacher at school;
sometimes things are rather simple. I've known for a long time that this is what I want, and being
here is a dream.

Students' Corner
African Daisies in acrylic on canvas
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REALITY
-Sahuri Goyal 6A

UNDER THE COVERS
-Sahuri Goyal 6A

Really, reality is a black hole.
Meant to lull you in, only to make a hole in your heart.
A darkness you can’t imagine.
And if you could, one you couldn’t bear to think about.
For a moment, a false sense of hope can bring a tiny
flashlight,
But of course, before you even know it it’s gone.

Under the covers,
Exhausted, lonely, ashamed, desperate.
Angry, resentful, frustrated.
Sad, soulless, sobbing.
Emotions words can’t describe, ones that bewitch your
insides,
Worlds you want to proscribe.
Streams, streaks, flows, trickles, tears emanate from a
place within, one that even you could never fathom, full
of sin.
A siren, a storm, an ocean of pain, once full of sunshine,
now full of rain.
A soul corrupted, possessed by iniquity, begging like a
dog for help, yet only kept to oneself.
Self-pity, scars, memories; a wound inflicted with the
knife of the past, bruises in blue, purples and black, alas.
In the depths of the blankets, where no one can see, is
where the emotions truly be.
The time has come for us to take control.

The world runs after that flashlight like a dog with a
steak.
The world refuses to wake, and that makes sense because
reality is a heartbreak.
We blind ourselves by believing in the word “kind”.
We create social constructs to run away from our
monsters so our lives are a little better. There is one thing
that is the same for all the individual names, that we all
experience pain which makes us insane.
I hide behind this poem, as we each hide each day,
The truth is the reality of this world is despondent, no
matter how much we pray.
Nevertheless, can't we change this hopeless reality if we
unite, let go of our fights, and walk into the light?
The power to control our realities lies within our grasp,
but we have a limited amount of time.
The time has come for us to take control.

FALSE PROMISES
-Iffat Kaur Narula 9B
Lady Lynn is walking outside when
Asudden, land Angels and their ilk!
Rose in the hand, with a fall and glide
The stand of a lord, and words like silk,
“Red, with petals of magic and smell,
And thornless, how a beauty unmatched!
Near, stand assured to never see hell!
Our trust in you, lest it be snatched…”
“Aye,” Lynn accepts, faith in her fettle‘Twas a thornless rose! Who could refuse?
Good care she takes- strokes every petal
Sits by the vase and tells all her blues!
Days go by as she wastes with her hours,
Oh, how all her friends worry and judge!
For Lynn stays at home, aside her flower,
Lost in dreams from where she needn’t budge!
At last, heads find her house, curious
To hear the tale of this thornless rose!
They see the plant and shout, furious,
“We mustn’t have fallen for this joke!”
Bubbling with anger, Lynn shoos them out,
They dared talk ill of her lovely vine!
Grasping the stem, and she cried aloud‘Twas a fallen stalk, a tangled twine!
Lynn gasps: understanding prevails,
‘Rose of no thorns’, ‘angels of heaven’!
A flower with no intent of growing,
For it had been dead the day ‘twas given!

ALONE ON THE WRONG SIDE
-Yashetta Kaura 9B
Alone on the wrong side,
A gash she cut that’s open wide,
The devil that stirs, reminding me of my certainly
doomed yet clouded fate,
Tries its level best to overwhelm me with grief, blame
and unforgiving hate.
The defence always stood with him,
Sympathy masked by that knowing grin,
Hidden behind clouds of solitude, too broken to explain,
Yet forever in the defeated battle with that invincible
blame.
The ghost of the one who always understood,
Has beside me forever stood.
“They understand me, and they will help”, I say,
Yet my heart remains as broken, with wrath and mingled
sadness, as freshly broken, brittle clay.

IT'S RAINING
-Sara Gupta 8A
How can a teardrop not rain?
The rainbow’s act will go in vain.
A tear can be of ease or pain,
With the emotion being enormous and enough for it to rain.
When it rains, it can unfurl your secrets,
Or rather ridicule you till you forfeit.
Remember a river is one large tear.
For it doesn’t want anyone to come near.
It howls as the waves push us away from the shores.
And calms down when nobody can do nothing to it no more.

THE DAY ROBU CAME
-Veer Singh Ahluwalia, 7C
We were all sitting round the table, peacefully eating dinner, when we heard the frenzied thudding of feet on the steps. Before we could
act, or even register the thought in our minds, Angad came charging into the room, panting as though he had just finished a marathon.
But, even with his breathless face, there was a noticeable look of glee on his face. “Veer! Arjun!” he cried. “Papa has messaged the
breeder and asked him for a dog! We’re getting a golden retriever puppy! Yippee!”
We looked at him, utterly bewildered, unable to comprehend what he had just said. “Veer! Have you understood me?” he said,
impatiently. “We are getting a doooogggg!” Then, suddenly, it dawned on us. In a bound, we were off the table and running around the
house, yelling, “We’re getting a do-og! We’re getting a do-og!”
After we had finished our dinner, we sat down in a circle with a sheet of paper, making something called a ‘Puppy Calendar’. It started
with the 10th of June, the day at that time, and ended with what was going to be one of the most cherished and treasured day of our
lives. The 17th of July. The days went by, and every evening, we ticked off a box on our calendar, waiting patiently for the 17th of July. It
seemed like that day would never come, but, like all days do, it finally came.
It was a Saturday morning, and each of us went to do our own things. I decided to pick up a book and read, whilst Angad and Arjun
were playing a selfinvented game called ‘Balloon Tennis’. But none of us could really focus on our tasks, as the thought that in a couple
of hours there would be a new member added to our family kept popping into our minds. His name had, after tedious discussion, been
decided. He was to be called ‘Robu’.
We all gathered around the table for lunch, but nobody could really eat, except for a few bites. After fifteen minutes of trying to force
some rice, kadi and vegetables down our throats but not succeeding in the least, we gave up the prospect of eating lunch as pointless.
Instead, we went to the TV room, and started clearing it up; cleaning out all the small bits and pieces we had earlier missed, and
throwing them away. We carefully arranged Robu’s toys, straightened his bed, and placed his water bowl beside the kitchen door.
Those few minutes in which we were waiting for him felt like eternity. We sat down on the sofa overlooking the road from which Robu
would arrive, and simply stared, not saying even a word to each other. Then, suddenly, a car like figure emerged. As it moved out of the
shadows, we recognized it; it was a grey Innova. But, more than that, it was the car that was to bring Robu. It crawled up the road at a
snail’s pace, and by the time it actually reached, the three of us, Mama and Papa were already at the gate.
Two people got out of the front seat, and opened the boot. Apparently, that’s where the dogs (yes, there were two of them) had sat for
the entire journey from Ludhiana to Delhi. They were cruelly packed in a sort of picnic basket (I distinctly remember Robu’s being
blue, while the other one was pink) with just their heads poking out of a hole on top. We immediately rushed there, carefully opened
the basket, and picked Robu up.
He was gorgeous! There he sat, looking like the picture of pride, analysing his surroundings. His coat of fur was golden like the setting
sun, and as warm as a freshly cooked toast. His little, black nose went up and down rapidly, trying to get to know this new atmosphere
around him. His ears were floppy and silky, and every time he heard an unusual sound, they cocked up attentively. But, best of all,
were his eyes. They were small and jet black, with a sense of truth and sincerity in them that I had almost never seen before.
Initially, when we tried to pick him up, he didn’t want to be picked up! But then he realised that we meant no harm, and that we were
actually his friends. He allowed himself to be picked up by Papa, and then we all were petting him, stroking his back, and running our
fingers against his smooth tail. We almost forgot about the other dog (someone was going to collect him from our house), but Mama
remembered, and he, too was picked up (not in the same way as Robu, but picked up nonetheless) and taken upstairs.
Then, the minute Robu was put down in the TV room, he did something that I still think amusing and funny. The first thing he did was
to squat down, and, well, a polite way of saying it would be to say that he laid a chocolate egg. This, as you might expect, caused a great
amount of commotion. Everybody started panicking and scurrying around the house, looking for the pooperscooper. It was eventually
found under the fridge, stuck between the broom and wiper.
In the end, the offending object was picked up, sanitizer was sprayed all over the floor, and a newspaper was placed on top of the
sanitizer. This turned out to be a mistake, as Robu grabbed the newspaper in his mouth and shredded it, leaving the torn bits
everywhere. Robu then, fortunately, thought that he had caused enough trouble, and lay down on his bed to rest. I went and sat beside
him, caressing his beautiful coat of fur, until he succumbed to sleep.
Not wanting to leave him, we lay down in that very room on sofas.
Our hearts content and our minds eager, we each picked up a book, looking forward to the many days of fun and games that were to
come.

THE SMALLEST NAZIS
-Udayvir Rajput, 9B
Einrik trudged through the Amazon, squelching on the undergrowth and residual decay
while the air vibrated with a pulsing energy, like thousands of insects beating their wings in
sync. Behind him trailed a condor, circling him with sadistic lenience, as if it felt that it
would rather watch him struggle to live than grant him the mercy of death. Two wild boars
followed, rooting through the muck to follow his scent, and waiting for him to die. All the
other animals were also doing so. Even the mushrooms seemed to be infused with a vitriolic
sheen as he passed them.
Suddenly, the pulsation stopped, and then seemed to converge at one point, right ahead of
Einrik. A ripple spread through the undergrowth which swarmed and then formed a
seething mass of burgundy, the light shining on it like on a guillotine. He realized that these
were the infamous fire ants he had been warned about. Their minds were linked together,
like a single body, which meant the ants could form themselves into a creature more deadly
than any other in the Amazon. While they were normally at the bottom of the food chain, in
this form not even a tank could survive an encounter with them.
The ants engulfed him in seconds, with more rising behind him to stop him from running.
The bites on his skin felt like tiny needles gripping him. The pain burned, like his skin was
being flayed. In a delirious state, he thought back to what had bought him here. He was just
18, a youth who had been conscripted into the German army, the Wehrmacht. He was sent
to the Amazon for jungle training but was separated from his unit and became lost. Then he
thought of the man who made him come here, Adolf Hitler. He had not conquered most of
Europe by himself. He won power by a show of strength against the ruling government,
forcing them to appoint him. He then eliminated all who could oppose him and rallied all
others to create an unstoppable army, united in support of their Führer.
As his consciousness faded in and out, he knew what he had to do. The Führer was a great
orator, so he also must make noise to stop the ants. Einrik conjured up an inhuman cry of
anguish from his throat, scattering the ants on his face. The noise had also attracted the
other animals, which the ants were now fighting. Now he had to single out the leader,
which was easy enough. It was surrounded by ants at the centre of the periphery of the rest
of the swarm. He picked up the leader and crushed it before rubbing its body all over his
hand. The smell would disguise him, just like the Führer entering the Republic. The ants
consolidated at his feet, scaring the animals away, all of whom had been thoroughly
ravaged by the ants. Now, he was the one with an unstoppable army.
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